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1 Project Description 
1.1 Project Abstract 
 The telecommunications industry regularly uses data analytics in fields such as customer analysis 
and network optimization. For financial analysis such as identifying risks, which could negatively 
impact an entity’s financial performance, communications service providers have traditionally used 
statistical sampling techniques that cover only short time periods and a limited subset of data. 
Given the massive number of transactions processed by telecommunications companies; and the 
costs and complexity involved in their operations, data analytics offers a valuable opportunity for 
enhancing the frameworks and procedures they adopt to drive profitability and minimize 
unnecessary downside risk. 
1.2 Competitive Information 
All other Service providers are having terabytes of data and scattered across the organization. In 
order to exploit the full potential of this stored data, service providers must have solutions that can 
help them correlate, process and decipher the actionable information. This is not possible without 
big data and advanced analytics. 
1.3 Relationship to Other Applications/Projects 
This project is relevant to the existing techniques of analyzing data using different databases like 
MYSQL but not same in the platform and architecture used in this project. MySQL is playing a key 
role in many big data platforms. Based on estimates from a leading Hadoop vendor, MySQL is a 
core component of the big data pipeline in over 80% of deployments 
1.4 Assumptions and Dependencies 
Assumptions are made based on rapid data growth in the future of a telecom Industry. The 
telecom sector's use of data analytics tools is expected to grow at a compound annual growth rate 
of 28.28 percent over the next four years. 
1.5 Future Enhancements 
The one possible evolution which made is moving this platform to cloud based engines might help 
burden of managing cluster environment. The mobile market is poised for a huge explosion of new 
business. More than half of the world’s population of 7 billion is using mobile connections at 
present, and estimates suggest another billion will join in over the next two to three years. With 
many subscribers using more than one device, the total number of mobile connections, also around 
7 billion at present, is increasing sharply.  
1.6 Definitions and Acronyms 
HDFS – Hadoop Distributed File System 
MR – MapReduce 
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2 Technical Description 
This application scope is to use Hadoop infrastructure to analyze the data which is coming to 
Hadoop cluster and stored in HDFS as files and to find out the solution for business problems 
Telecom Data Analysis will help telecom companies to do market analysis and predictive 
analysis based on existing users and their orders information. The current systems cannot handle 
the large volume in a reasonable time. The new system will use Hadoop framework to handle 
processing of semi-structured and large volumes of data by parallelism techniques 
These are the components used in this project:- 
Initial Data Storage : MySQL 
Data Ingestion : Sqoop (SQL+Hadoop),MapReduce 
Data Storage from Hadoop : HDFS and HIVE tables 
Data Analysis : HIVE and MapReduce 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
2.1 Project/Application Architecture 
Architecture : Starts by importing data from RDBMS systems to Hadoop – Creating tables on top of 
imported data – Apply analytical queries to get business insights 
 
 
 
 
 
 
2.2 Project/Application Information flows 
 
Step: I Initial Data Storage   
 
 
• Generally the telecom company consists of the customers’ orders data in the form of a excel file 
where it has 200078 records in it. 
• In this step we need to store the data in MySQL database  by creating a database called customers 
and a table called customer orders 
• So that data from excel file can be loaded into MySQL through logging into MySQL  
    MYSQL   HIVE Data storage in Hadoop 
SQOOP 
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Step : II 
 Data Ingestion 
• Data ingestion is the process of obtaining, importing, and processing data for later use or 
storage in a database.  
• In this step the data is imported from MySQL database to hive ecosystem by using a tool called 
SQOOP 
• Where SQOOP is a used in HADOOP to import the data from other sources   
 
 
 
 
 
 
Step : III 
Data Storage in Hadoop  
• In this step we  used HDFS and hive components to make sure the data got imported into hive 
successfully or not. 
• By using the web interface we can access the customerorders file which got imported into hive 
• Once we get into hive by using several queries we  checked the data got imported or not. 
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Step : IV 
Data Analysis 
• In this step we used hive and map reduce components to analyze the data and to get the required 
reports 
• Here Hive converts SQL queries into MapReduce jobs by using its own feature called HiveQL 
• By executing selected four different hive queries on Hive. We analyzed the customer data 
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2.3 Interactions with other Projects (if Any) 
It can interacted with other reporting tools to visualize the results. 
2.4 Interactions with other Applications 
Interaction with other RDMS system like MySQL is needed here to ingest the data. 
 
2.5 Capabilities 
MySQL should provide capabilities to support retrieving the data from its database from Hadoop. 
HIVE should be able to handle very big data in less response time. 
 
2.6 Risk Assessment and Management 
Risk associated with this project is when data ingestion is happening, Developer may loss some data 
if any services of Hadoop are not running or any nodes are failed. To make sure to not to happen 
this keep poll cluster to ensure all services are up and running. 
3 Project Requirements 
3.1 Identification of Requirements 
 
Need at least single node running Hadoop cluster with MySQL installed and  Hadoop 1.0.4 
installed. 
And HIVE any version have installed and successfully running on cluster . 
3.2 Operations, Administration, Maintenance and Provisioning (OAM&P) 
There is no special skill requirement needed for maintenance and administration until unless user is 
familiar with basic HDFS commands. 
 
3.3 Security and Fraud Prevention 
There no special requirement to take for security here , Bu default Hadoop provides key based 
communication between nodes. 
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3.4 Release and Transition Plan 
Project will be deployed to the client by ingesting HIVE results to other reporting tools to create user 
interface for all results in the form of tables. 
 
 
 
4 Project Design Description 
Given the massive number of transactions processed by telecommunications companies; and the 
costs and complexity involved in their operations, data analytics offers a valuable opportunity for 
enhancing the frameworks and procedures they adopt to drive profitability and minimize unnecessary 
downside risk. 
For simpler and faster processing of only relevant data, service providers need an advanced 
analytics driven big data solution that will help them to achieve timely and accurate insights using 
data mining and predictive analytics, text mining, forecasting and optimization capability to 
continuously drive innovation and help service providers make the best possible decisions. 
 
 
5 Project Internal/external Interface Impacts and Specification 
As we discuss about the project external interface impact, it deals with the MySQL which plays a 
major impact in importing the data into Hive. In case if the importing got failed or import was not 
successful then the analyzing of data cannot be done and we need to stop the project at same time, 
which generate a heavy loss to company and client. Coming to project Internal Interface , it impacts 
very less when compared to the external interface 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
6 Project Design Units Impacts 
There will be no impact on MySQL database. Once the ingestion done there will be impact on HIVE 
database and table will be updated. 
6.1 Functional Area/Design Unit  
6.1.1 Functional Overview 
This project starts with importing the data from MySQL to HIVE, after that several queries are 
applied to analyze the data in a functional way. 
6.1.2 Impacts 
This project completely deals in between MySQL an HIVE, SO no other elements will get 
effected. 
6.1.3 Requirements 
• Hadoop distribution.( Hadoop 1.0.4) 
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• MapReduce, Sqoop, Hive.  
• VM ware workstation 9.0/VM ware Player 5 or greater. 
• SSH Server as well as Client. 
• JDK 1.7 
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